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limited information. The general agent of transportation, under 
whose direction the operations of the road are conducted, should be 
an engineer, of considerable attainments; although it is not necessary 
that he shouid be one of the first grade. The professional ignorance 
of most of the conducting agents of our roads, is a lamentable source 
of waste. Many of our unproductive works could be made profita- 
ble, by a change in that department alone. 

In conclusion, let me again earnestly request that no mis-construc- 
tion be put upon the fbregoing pages. There are many railroads in 
the United States, to which my remarks arc not at all applicable; 
but there are also many to which they are. Where there is ~ very 
heavy trade to be accommodated, I am in favour of easy grades, 
curves of large radii, heavy rails, and powerful engines. But in all 
cases, these traits should be combined only so t:ar as t/le i~leresls of 
lhe com2a'aies wi/ljusti~:g. I maintain that our engineers should 
construct their roads, with a view to pa~ting well, instead of looki~g 
well; and that in looking to England for precedents, they should ra-. 
thor apply the ~vrincil)les there developed, to our own case, than at- 
tempt to indulge in au imitation of" their splendid practice, when so 
doing must necessarily brmg rum upon those who embark their all 
in the enterprise. Nothing can be more evident, than that we have~ 
in ~mmerot~s instances, trauseended the limits between abstract and 
pr(zclic(d perti,'ction i~t our railroads. The tbrmer,as before remark- 
ed, is that in which the greatest load can be propelled, by the least 
power; the latt¢:r, i~1 which it can be done at the least ex]Je~zse. The 
expression, "a  good railroad," is a eompczralive one; we have erred 
all alol~g, i~i st ipl~osing it to be positive. It is to correct this evil, at 
least partially, that I have been induced, on the perusal or" Mr. :Ellet's 
pamphlet, to add nay exertions to his, by the publicatiou of these pa- 
ges. Being written on the spur of the moment, and ill the order they 
presented themselves, on reading his pamphlet, my remarks are, of 
course, crude and incomplete. The subject admits of milch enlarge- 
ment, and I hope to see it followed up in future numbers of the .lout- 
hal, by more vigorous pens than mine. In the meantime, I cannot 
do better than to recommend to those who wish to see it more ably 
handled than they have found it in this paper, to study carefully Mr. 
Ellet's judicious remarks, in the pamphlet alluded to. 

Tennessee, lZebruar~, 1842. 

Projected Water Works at JYlbanl/~ New York. 

We have been favored by W. McClelland Cushman, Esq., Civil 
Engineer~ with a copy of ~ recent report made by  him to the authori- 
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ties of Albany, on the means of watering that place from the Mohawk 
or Hudson River. 

It appears to be settled, hy long experience, (with few exception%) 
that very populous towns, cannot easily be supplied with salubrious 
water from springs, or wells up(m their sites; because the contami, 
nating causes incident to a dense population, sooner or later, impreg, 
nate the existing waters of the place with impurities, both offensive 
and deielerious. 

Consequently a necessity arises, at some period of th.e growth of 
almost every town, which demands the proeuration of water, for bev- 
erage and culinary uses, from distant and uncontaminated fountains. 

This necessity has created an independent branch of engineering, 
scarcely yet reduced to the character of a precise art, the importance 
and utility of a clear knowledge of which--especially in a country 
fast increasing in population--must be manifest to all. 

It  has often been to us a source of regret that no authoritative work, 
or text book, exists, which contains at once both the principles and the 
details, indispensably requisite for the correct guidance of works of 
this character ; such a production is at present a desideratum in civil 
engineering, and one which we do not despair of seeing supplied, by 
some of the able men now engaged in the important business of wa- 
tering our cities. 

To return to the immediate subject in band, we conceive that Mr. 
Cushmau by adhering too closely to the theory of this question, (of 
which he is undoubtedly master,) has fallen into some practical errors, 
which the  importance of the subject as a matter of engineering, in- 
duces us to point out. 

In this task we have been materially aided by consultation with 
practical men, entirely conversant with the experience developed in 
the use of those celebrated works by which this .city and its suburbs 
are so successfl~lly watered, lhroztgh cast iron conduits extending 
more lha~z 110 lineal 7~tiles, and daihj delivering to thepeople nearly 
four and a half millions of  gallons of  water. 

The following points in Mr. Cushman's report appearing to us to 
be discordant with practical results and views, we shall offer a few 
remarks upon each. 

"I. After establishing the height of the fountain, necessary to cause 
the water in the conduit to flow to the roofs of the highest houses in 
Albany, he proposes "for the extinguishment of fires, an additional 
head of ten feet, as great enough to force upon the roofs (from the 
streets we suppose,) a jet d' cau, by means of a short hose applied to 
the hydrant,  and wilhout the intervention of ladders, &c." 
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Upon this we may remark, that although the reservoirs at Fair- 
mount possess an average command over the pavements of the great- 
er part of Philadelphia, quite equal to that proposed at Albany, (55 
feet,) still it is not found possible in practice here, to throw water upor~ 
the roofs of burning buildings, by tile mere force of hydrostatic pres- 
sure ; but almost invariably, it is from necessity first poured into en- 
gines, by the hose, and thence projected by manual labor. 

In view of' these facts, we can come to no other conclusion that~ 
that lhe additional head of ten feet above the levels of the roofs, 
will be found wholly insulfieient to project from the streets a jet 
d' eau upon those roofL 

To strengthetl this view we will observe that there is now in action 
at Fairmount, a jet d' can, established under very favorable cir- 
cumstances, tbr producing a high projection of water--the pipes of 
supply are of the most ample dimensions--the adj utage comparative- 
ly of small size, and duly proportioned according to ar t - -yet  it rises 
in the air but little over thirty feet, though actuated by the ftfll head 
of the reservoir, nearly eighty feet perpendicular above the adjutage; 
theoretically this jet ought to rise much nearer to the level of its 
head, but the stubborn thet is that it will not,. ~ 

II. Mr. Cushman proposes to cause his conduits to follow the aver- 
age contour of the ground, graded for the purpose in planes as long 
as possible. 

To this there can be no objection, provided sufficient strength is 
given to the pipes, a suitable increment of' head added for every undu- 
lation of the conduit, and a proper air valve placed upon the summi~ 
of every vertical convolution. 

III. Mr. Cushman proposes the construction of "de])uratln~. sec- 
tions" and "roll chambers," in the lowest undulations of the con- 
duit, with sluices to clear these undulations from sediment. 

Now as settling reservoirs are also proposed in this report, it seems 
to us that though a simple cock placed at the lowest depressions, 
might occasionally be serviceable, the sedime~l apparatus~ as plan- 
ned and described, is both unnecessary and objectionable--unneces- 
sary, because experience in this plaee~ where undulations of the con- 

It may be useful to be more explicit in describing this jet d'eau ; the pipe of supply 
consists first of an old sixteen inch main--devoted to this purpose only--Milch descends 
from the reservoir, on the summit of Fairmount, to a plane about eighty feet below it; 
here a branch pipe, of four inches calibre, is taken off horizontally about one bundred feet 
to the fountain, where it joins a short vertiealp@e of one inch in diameter, which at the ad. 
jutage is contracted gradually to five-eighths of an inch, by means of cones, according to the 
principles of Venturi ; and, though an orifice in a thin plate set in the four inch pipe, would 
have been more effective, still this is a ease favorable to the production of a high jet--yet 
~ueh a jet a~ might have been expected does not result. 
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duits are frequent, indicates that if the pipes are laid in sections of  uni- 
form aperture, duly proportioned to the service they perform)and 
possessing a suitably commanding head, it is only requisite to: open 
the fire plugs occasionally to produce an effectual scour through the 
pipes, and bring forth any sediment which may have lodged within 
themi--objectionable, because the roll chambers being enlargements 
of the conduit, preceding a contraction, will obstruct the flow of the 
water, and have a direct tendency to produce the very evil they are 
designed to cure, whilst at the same time they would occasion an 
additional expense, which n'dght be much more advantageously ap- 
plied to augmenting the altitude of tile working head of water. 

IV. Mr. Cushman calculates that a tifickness of one-twentieth of 
an inch of cast iron would be "amply su2~icient" for an eighteen inch 
conduit pipe, working under fitty-five feet head! :But for perfect safety 
he finally establishes the thickness at fivefold, or one-quarter o f  an 
inch, and thence estimates the weight of metal per mile of conduit, at 
103½ tons. 

Now the cast iron conduits of this city, of eighteen inches calibre, 
working rnany of them under a head not exceeding that mentioned 
above, have had their proportions established by over twenty years' 
practice, and are now made two-thirds o f  an inch thick in ~he body, 
and weigh 410 lbs. to the yard lineal, or :322 tons per mile of pipe, 
bein~ more than treble that jorescribed by ~]/lr. Cushman! 

We may, possibly, be told that two-thirds of an inch is a much 
greater thickness than would be dictated by formulm based upon the 
known value of the cohesive force of cast iron--and this we readily 
admit; but at the same time, here is the pracliealfael,  that the con- 
duits in the general plane of Philadelphia--working under nearly the 
same head as that proposed at Albany--require to be made two-thirds 
of an inch thick, and tested, too, by :Bramah's press, under an hydro- 
static pressure equivalent to 300 feet head, before being laid down; 
yet notwithstanding all this, they do sometimes fail, though very  
rare@, and though it may be said with truth that these failures usually 
occur at imperfections, still it shows the large margin necessary in 
practice, to guard against those very imperfections, which are una- 
voidable in castings, and which the hydraulic press does not always 
point out. 

If, then, the conduit pipes for the water service of Albany, be pro- 
portioned by the practical scale established by more than twenty 
years' actual experience here~the propriety of which but few will 
question--the cost of this item alone will thrice excel that expressed 
in Mr. Cushman's estimates, (p. °~1 of the ret)ort~) or be more than 
~300,000, instead of less than ~100,000I 
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V. Mr. Cushman proposes that the pipes should be cast in lengths 
of fifteen i~et. 

And on this we shall only remark that those of nine feet long have 
hitherto been found suffmiently difficuIt to cast well, and the opiniotr 
of practical men in this quarter is decided, that goodpi2es cannot be 
cast in lengths of fifteen fi~et, without increasing the weight per lineal 
yard, to guard against unavoidable imperfections. 

VI. Mr. Cushman proposes to use zinc instead of  lead to seal the 
joints of the conduit pipes, under the impression that by galvanic ac- 
tion it will prevent the. iron fl'om corroding. 

Of this plan it may be observed, that wherever one metal in a gal- 
vanic circuit is protected by another, it must be at the expense of that 
other; if, then, the zinc joint protected the iron pipe, it would be itself 
corroded, and ti'om tiffs cause the joints would soon become imper- 
fect, and need repair. 

Moreover (to take no account of its extra cost,) zinc is too fi'iable to 
admit of being set up with tile cold chise b after being cast into the 
joint--which is an indispensable precaut ion~and it may weI[ be 
doubted, whether its very slight ductility would successfully admit, the 
expansion amt contraction which takes place in metallic conduits, and 
to which the common joint of lead so admirably adapts itself, as to 
leave absolutely nothing to be desired, in point of tightness and dura- 
bility; indeed, some which have recently been examined af&~" lhb~@- 
three year's' use, were found  to he i~z perfect o~'der. 

VII. Mr. Cushman proposes so to gear his forcing pump that the 
water in the rising main, when the pump is working, shall have a 
velocity of on@ six@-Jive/'eel per rai~zule, or "thirty single strokes" 
of a twenty-six inch barrel. 

Now experiments at Fairmov.nt have conclusively shown, that wl~ell 
the working velocity of the water in the main, ascending t?om the 
tbrcing pump to the reservoir, is less lha~ 1~0 feet per minu~e, the 
momentum is not kept up, whilst the piston clears its dead points; and 
consequently a reaction then takes place upon the principle of Mongol- 
f iefs  ram, which would quickly destroy the most solid apparatus; it is 
on this account, as well as with the view of avoiding gearing, that the 
water wheels at Fairmount are run so much faster than theory die- 
ta tes~or  than otherwise would be desirable--and not from any want 
of knowledge of the best abstract velocity at the skirt, as some unin- 
structed critics have imagined. 

The length of the force pump stroke, as proposed by Mr. Cushman, 
is twenty-six inches, which, we are inclined to believe, is too shortdbr 
advantageous action. 

There are some other points in the report under review which  seem 
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Some very cogent reasons are given me, for the preference by this 
Company of four wheel engines to six; but as they are somew!m.t 
long, I have thought it better to reserve them for my report, 

More detailed accounts are, that for 6 months ending the 15th of 
June last, there were employed 16 foremen, clerks, and store keepers;. 
51 engine drivers, 8 stationary enginemen, 50 firemen, 168 cleaners, 
cokemen, and laborers on running engines; 93 fitters, erector% .arid 
millwrights; 16 turners, 6 men working on machines, 11 carpenters 
and pattern makers, 5 coppersmiths, 9 brassfounders, 23 blacksmiths, 
3 spriHg-makers, 36 stokers, 22 boiler-makers, 4 painters, 6 general 
laborers, and 12 boys; malting a total of 539 men and. boys. And 
this number, it will be observed, is employed solely in the locomotive 
department and in repairs, without any being employed in the manu- 
theture of new engines. Their places of occupatiml are at four sta- 
tions. 

The 6 months wages for enginemen, firemen, cleaners, eokemen, 
and laborers on traffic, amount to ~7,444 18s.; the coke consumed was 
10~012 tons, costing £16,139 6s. 8d.; the oil, 4987 gallons, at an ex- 
pense of ¢2827 2s. 6d.; the cost of water and firewood, 2859 6s. 10d.; 
the wages or repairs, repairs not done by the Company, and stores 
or repairs, were 2-9,448 8s. 5d.; and general charges for tools, sta- 
tionary power, clerks, fbreme~l, store keepers, and other incidental 
expenses, were 2(,,,,8.} 10s. ~d., making ~ grand total of 241,I08 
13s. 

The miles run, including assistant and pilot engine% with passen- 
ger trains, were 416,~95, and with goods, 126,929. The average 
weight of passenger trains, exclusive of engine and tender, is 40 tons, 
and of goods with the same exclusion, 86 tons ; and coke consumed 
per mile fbr all the trai~s, including getting up the steam, waste its. 
stoppages, rests, &e., 4i  lbs.; the average cost of repairs per mile run, 
was 4.17d., and of coke, 7d.; and the total cost per mite, including 
everything, 17.68d. 

Six tmndred bridges, or between 5 and 6 to a mile, I have been in- 
formed, are upon this ]ine, many of them of course perfectly useless, 
and wantonly extorted fl'om the Company in the progress of the Bill 
through Parliament. By  the vultures ia the House, and the cormo- 
rants out, near half a million of money was phmdered from this Com- 
pany, for land only, over and above its reasonable value. Itad the 
Parliament exercised a little common sense, instead of the uncommon 
folly which dictated the 10 per cent. clause, it might, in suppressing 
the robberies for land and compensation only, have saved this Com, 
puny more than sufficient to enable it to carry the mail-bags for noth- 
nlg. 

This great line, as the readers of the Railway 3Ic~azine know, 
unites the metropolis of the British empire with Birmingham, and 
forms the main railway- artery to the north and north-west of England. 
Though it passes over a difticult eoal m'y, its gradients are pretty good, 
that is, none I believe exceeding 16 feet a mile, except 1 ~ mile at the 
London end, worked by a stationary engine. 

Much of the material on the line is good, but there are other parts 
33* 
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containing that untiring nuisance to railway engineers, caIled clay. 
Here is a constant source of expense ; which, however~ the large and 
ample revenue of the Company feels but slightly in comparison to. 
what other Companies would. By constant vigilance these parts are 
kept in good repair ; and, fl'om wlmt I have observed on other rail- 
ways, though it has not escaped the influence of the late rains, it has 
felt them less than most, and far less than some. 

It has often been asserted to me, that this line is incapable of  man- 
aging the immense traffic which flows in upon it, and that another 
line will be necessary to the north. While I have been out I have 
endeavored to pay some attention to this, ibr the purpose of obtaining 
correct ideas thereon. I have, as fi~r as any opportunities would al- 
low me, watched their operations, examined their force, and consid- 
ered their system, and i am of opinion that their force is so ample, 
and management so systematic and apparently so easy: that I am of 
opinion double tlie present traffic would not much inconvenience 
them, even as they now are, while I think there can be no doubt that 
the line might easily take three or four times the quantity it now does. 

Monday, Nov. ~2nd.--I  again traveled upon two of the Company's 
engines, namely, No. 44, a two year old mail engin% and No. 9, both 
built by Bury. The first et~gine I found notnear  so steady as the se- 
eond~ which was a/so much anore lively, and tripped off with her 
load in gallant style. I was informed the first consumed l~ cwt. of 
coke in 52~ miles, and the second 14 or 15 cwt. in 60. 

On Thursday, December 9, i came once more upon the line, in my 
return from the north, and I rode on No. ,5 and No. 79. The latter 
was a coupled engine, with the coupling rods ell: IIaving now been 
accustomed for two or three weeks to six wheel engines, and some~ 
how had the sympathy of my prejndiees excited in their favour, from 
the constant vibration in my ears of' other parties' opinions in their 
favor, I entered the line with probably more unfhvorable than impar- 
tial notions of four wheel engines. I imagined my former experience 
of them to be erroneous, and that I was now about to see the opinion 
of those I had mixed with, of' their roughness, pitching, rolling, and 
dancing about, confirmed. I was, however, most agreeably surprised 
to find, not only nay previous sentiments of them strengthened, but 
that they certainly were, to my mind, superior to the majority of six 
wheel engines in which I had ridden. As it was probably the last 
time I should be on this line in this survey, I tried these two in every 
way  I could, and I fbund them comparatively free from the distin- 
guishing motions of other engines, and most decidedly vastly more 
t}'ee fi'om them than nine out o f ten  six wheel engines I had tried. 
No. 5 was a very steady engine, but No. 79 appeared to me to be 
steadier, and sweeter in her motions. 

In examining these engine% I fbund them very  firmly put together. 
The wheals of No. 79, contrary to other engines I had been on, ap- 
peared to have no sensible play whatever in the axles ; they were so 
perfectly" vertical to the axle-trees, that they ran with the greatest 
truth. I cannot say that either of these engines was wholly free from 
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longitudinal, or lateral, motion; but at velocities of about SO miles an 
hour, it existed in them in a very  small degree. 

In now taking my leave of the London and Birmingham Company, 
I only discharge my duty to my conscience in acknowledging that their 
whole conduct to me, throughout this affair, has been one unvaried: 
course of  kindness and attention. Everything I have asked has been 
promptly granted me; every  assistance I have needed has been given 
m a way to double the pleasure of receiving it. So far from holding 
back, they have seemed to take a pleasure in anticipating my warns 
or my wishes; and that generous conduct which began with Mr. 
Glyn and Mr Creed, has been handsomely followed out by his assist- 
ant, Mr. Long,  and Mr. Robinson, Mr. Jones, and every other offi- 
cer and servant of the Company, with whom I have come in con- 
taeb or had intercourse, ttailway May. Dee. 1842. 

[TO ~ CONTI~U~D.] 

dtdvlee to Stoeleholde~,s in Raib'oad Companies, f rom  Ilerapath'~ 
t laihvay Magazine, but suited as well to the IUestern, as to the 
Easle~'~ ZIe~nisphe~'e. 

The period has now arrived, when ill most cases the lines are  com, 
pleted, and questions of construction have to give w a y  to those of 
administration. The lines are made, the great point now is to make 
the most of them by extending the traffic, and by regulating the ex- 
penditure. Let every Shareholder keep a watehiul eye as to what is 
going on, for  his conduct at the present meeting will much determine 
his dividend at the next. Let  him see that the traffic is carried to its 
full extent by moderate and profitable fares, and what 'means exist of 
bringing other lines into communication, or: assisting in the formation 
of' new ones. He nmst have satisfactory explanations that the ex- 
penditure is not upon sinecure or extravagant  otfiees, at the same 
time that he must take care that the officers and servants of the com- 
pany arc properly paid. A fe\v well-paid officers are worth a legion 
of  under-paid and discontented pensioners, and false economy with 
this class may,  as in recent cases, be not without its effect upon the 
income. We cannot refer to the recent defalcations, and to: the dis- 
content prevailing among railway employees, without alluding lethe 
fact of the dividend of the Manchester and Birmingham Railway 
Company having this half  year suffered a diminution in consequence 
of misconduct on the part of one of the establishment. A lesson this~ 
which will not, we trust, be lost upon those who are inclined to pen- 
ny  wisdom at~d pound foolishness. A cheap, that is, an unqualified 
servant, will always waste more than is saved on his salary,, doing 
less work, and requiring more superintendence. @ 

To secure good management,  it is not enough to ask for i t ' o r jo  
talk about ib but to choose the men best qualified. Where you  have 
no auditors, ask for them, and insist upon having them, and chosen 
by yot | r se lvcs~where  you have to fill up vacancies in the direction, 
take care to put in proper men. Maay  a line at the present moment 


